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12 of 12 people found the following review helpful. Best Audition Teacher.
Period. End of Story.By michael raynor19 years ago I was a dyslexic actor who
garnered great theater reviews and was rockin' scenes in Wynn Handman's
class, YET I couldn't get a single callback for televsion or film..not even one
callback! I felt cursed. Luckily my then-agent, a brash Jersey broad, told me to
study auditioning with a guy named Tim Phillips, and to let her know when I felt
ready to audtion, because she would not be submitting me for anything until
that time; what's more, she agreed not to drop me as a client till that time. Well,
6 months later I told her I felt ready to audition and compete for jobs in
television and film...3 months later Law Order combined 3 small parts into a
meaty guest star role (along side Sam Rockwell), then Mike Nichols cast me in 3
scenes opposite Jack Nicholson, and I landed a lead in indie-feature, Federal
Hill- all within 60 days! In short, my life completely changed, in fact, utilizing
Tim's techniques, all I needed was 10 minutes to prepare. Even more, I found
then, and I find now- that once you are on a set doing the actual part, all you
ever need is the work that Tim teaches. To satisfy all the details (of his
technique) gives you the performance. But again, acting is a sport, so it's best to
stay sharp by sticking with Tim's work!1 of 1 people found the following review
helpful. Acting and Voice Over class that's turn a scar into a star. No
kidding.By StuckshutterThis is an acting class in a book. If you shoot video like
I do, I got it on the recommendation of my buddy who took Tim's class. I went
away understanding how to read a script and how to help talent deliver a great
performance when I'm the chief cook and bottle washer on a shoot.Really is
fantastic, buy it, you will not regret it because it'll help you with not just voice
over or acting but also make you a much better speaker if you do that sort of
thing to generate clients.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Awesome!By JasmineI purchased this book last year and realized that Tim was
coming to do a two day intensive after finding out on social media. I have to tell
you I was blown a way at how specific your choices have to be that I'll never
audition or look at a script the same way ever again. After reading this book all
I can say is that I'm going to start reading it again tomorrow. The information
in this book became so vital to me that my highlighter stopped working. By three
highlighters and mark this book up. Thank you Tim!
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